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Mobile Matters: The impact of mobile technology
on peer-driven fundraising campaigns

Did you know that mobile devices are rarely more than 4 feet
away from their owners?
… In fact, one cheeky survey found that 75% of smartphone owners even bring their device into the
1

bathroom with them! If you’d rather leave your wallet at home than your phone, you are not alone. We
depend on mobile technology in our daily lives now more than ever.
Major corporations have jumped on the mobile trend, realizing that consumers are already using mobile
devices for price comparison, product research, acquiring discounts and reading reviews.
As we increasingly integrate smartphones into our professional and personal lives, we are also turning to
mobile technology to help us work on behalf of charitable causes we care about.

It’s time to examine the impact of mobile technology on

“Event participants
using mobile tools
raise much more
money than those
who do not.”

peer-driven (or “crowdfunded”) fundraising campaigns.
How do smartphone and tablets affect the success of participants
asking their friends and social networks for donations? Do donors
give via mobile devices? And, how can mobile technology
complement an integrated online fundraising campaign?

In this benchmarking review of data from tens of thousands of individual peer-to-peer event
registrants in 2012, we discovered that mobile technology has a positive effect on peer-driven
fundraising campaigns.
Donors are increasingly choosing to give through mobile web donation forms, and event participants that
adopt mobile tools are raising much more money than those who do not.
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Campaigns … Big and small!
We examined the data behind 16 separate fundraising campaigns. Some of the campaigns were traditional
run/walk/rides and climbs. In others, participants were encouraged to host a party or special event for a cause, or,
collect donations towards the completion of a challenge activity.
In all campaigns, individuals or teams were asked to register and raise donations from their friends, family and
social networks. The number of participants in the individual events ranged from 250 to 29,000 people. The data
pool includes 83,566 participants in total (45,745 of which raised at least one donation). The overall amount raised
by individual events ranged from $100,000 to $10 million dollars.

83,566 online participants for
good causes
What kinds of causes were involved in the study?
Participants registered online to fundraise for causes that included health and disease research, religious
organizations, environmental concerns, international relief and emergency disaster drives, as well as hospital and
corporate foundations.
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All campaign participants had access to the following Friendship
Powered Fundraising tools:
Website: The campaign websites allowed registrants to
log into a personalized fundraising console through their
computer’s internet browser. Event participants could
track fundraising totals, edit their online fundraising
pages, post to social networking sites and send emails
through the website.

Mobile Website: Mobile websites allowed registrants on smartphones
and tablets to log into a personalized fundraising console through their
mobile device’s web browser. Event participants could track fundraising
totals, edit their online fundraising pages, post to social networking sites
and send emails through an interface that had been optimized for mobile
screens.

Mobile App: An application (app) is first downloaded from the iTunes Store
or Google Play by the event participant and is then accessed directly on a
mobile device like a smartphone or tablet. Apps are dependent on a device’s
operating system. Event participants using a mobile app could track
fundraising totals, access their device’s contact list for email, post to social
sites, and upload photos taken from their phones. This app was available to
users of the Apple (iOS) and Android operating systems.
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How many participants choose to use mobile tools?
Across all events, 23% of participants used mobile web pages, mobile apps, or a combination of both to
fundraise. The highest percentage of “mobile fundraisers” we saw in an event was

37%.

We learned that event participants can become addicted to following rising fundraising totals and team progress
through their mobile devices. That need for instant gratification shouldn’t be surprising...

2

…Adobe’s 2013 Digital Publishing Report noted that 79% of smartphone owners use their device for reading
emails the instant they receive them. In fact, that’s a higher percentage than those who use it for making phone
calls! We simply don’t want to wait until we can find a computer to read important messages.

Percentage of mobile fundraisers in each fundraising campaign

Almost one in four registrants in a fundraising campaign will use mobile web, mobile apps (or
both) to raise money for a good cause if the option is made available.
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Does using mobile web, mobile apps (or both!) encourage
participants to fundraise?
In most peer-to-peer events, we’ve found that approximately half of all registrants will raise at least one
donation during the course of the campaign. The other 50% will register for the campaign, may login to their
fundraising consoles, but ultimately will not bring in any donations for the cause.
We were curious to see if using mobile
technology affects the likelihood of an
event registrant raising money.
Do mobile tools make a fundraiser more
likely to “activate” as a fundraiser?

YES.
Event participants using mobile web and
apps are almost

2x more likely to bring

in at least one donation.
Mobile tools have a positive effect on a

Percentage of registrants who raised above $0 during the campaign.

registrant’s likelihood to “activate”.

Quick fact: Mobile web optimization
Wondering what a mobile web optimized experience is like? Web pages that
have been optimized for mobile traffic are designed to be viewed on smaller
screens. They often feature larger buttons, more direct call-to-actions, and
smaller images or photos. When a website is mobile-optimized, it can detect
the user’s browser and present a mobile version of the page that has been
designed for smartphones and tablets.

Use a QR code reader to scan
this image for an example of a
mobile web site!
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Do participants using mobile web, mobile apps (or both) raise more money?

YES.

In every single campaign
studied, mobile fundraisers
raised more money than those
who used the web only.

In particular, fundraisers who logged into both
mobile web and mobile apps raised significantly
more than non-mobile participants.
Participants using one mobile tool (mobile web OR
mobile app) raised

2.2x more than those who only

fundraised on the regular web. Participants who
used mobile web AND a mobile app were even more
successful, raising

2.95x more than non-mobile

participants. These “heaviest mobile users” represented some of the most successful fundraisers in each campaign.

This “good, better, best” scenario indicates that increased use of mobile
tools equals more money raised.

Average amounts raised by fundraising participants:
North America: The average amount raised by active non-mobile fundraisers was $242.45.
Active fundraisers using ONE mobile tool raised $453.54.
Active fundraisers using BOTH mobile web and mobile apps raised $714.94.

Australia: The average amount raised by active non-mobile fundraisers was $457.50.
Active fundraisers using ONE mobile tool raised $799.99.
Active fundraisers using BOTH mobile apps and mobile web raised $1,184.35.
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Mobile fundraisers raised MORE money in 100% of the fundraising campaigns

Do mobile fundraisers raise more individual donations?

YES.

We discovered that the average
number of donations brought in
by a participant using online tools
to fundraise was 5.1.

However, those who logged into their fundraising
consoles through mobile web averaged 8.4
individual donations.
Participants using both mobile web and a mobile
app to fundraise earned even more pledges ... 11.4
donations on average!

Average number of donations per participant type.

The use of two mobile tools increased the number of donations per registrant by

123%.
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Do mobile fundraisers ask for more donations?
Are participants who use mobile tools to fundraise asking for donations more often than non-mobile participants?
We surveyed participants to see which features of the mobile app they used while fundraising.
The majority of respondents cited using the app to specifically: “make ‘asks’ for donations via email, Facebook &
Twitter”. When app use is combined with logging into the mobile web or regular web fundraising consoles, it’s
plausible that mobile fundraisers are sending out more requests for donations. Mobile technology ensure it’s easy to
make these additional “asks” while away from a computer.
We know that donors are motivated to give after reading personal emails from friends who are fundraising for a
3

cause. When 1 in 4 emails sent by an event participant results in a donation, it’s critical to remind fundraisers to
“Send an email to four friends!”

Who loves mobile apps the most?
Even though Android currently has a 53% share of the smartphone
4

market, and iOS only 34%, the iPhone was the overwhelming choice
of thousands of event participants in our study, with 77% of
participants using a fundraising app for iOS devices.
Could it be that iPhone users are more likely to download and use
fundraising apps?

Quick Fact: Who raises more … iPhone or Android app users?
iPhone app users raise just slightly more than Android app users. The difference between the
average amount of money raised by iPhone users and Android users was $11.21 (or 1.5%), which is not
very significant.
It looks like iPhone and Android users are almost equally successful fundraisers, no matter which
operating system they have chosen!
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What about donors in peer-driven campaigns?
Are they using mobile devices too?
A review of millions of unique visitors to our software platform found that

15% of traffic to fundraising and donation pages already comes from
mobile devices like smartphones and tablets.
It’s obvious that visitors to charity websites are using mobile devices to
browse. Do they also use mobile devices to donate?

YES.

6.56% of the donations in the campaigns we
examined were made through mobile devices.

The highest percentage of mobile donations we saw in any campaign
was

20%!

(Australian campaigns had a higher mobile donation average at
8.02%. It’s not a surprising statistic when you consider that Australia
has the second highest smartphone penetration rate in the world,
5

behind only South Korea! )

Making purchases or donations through a mobile web form is a new and
increasingly popular behaviour for owners of smartphones and tablets.
At the beginning of 2012, we noticed the average mobile donation
percentage was at 2.15%. Mobile web donations have increased by

205% in

under 12 months! That’s a very impressive rise in a short period of time.

What will the average mobile donation percentage
be in the next 12 months?
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Average pledge sizes by mobile web

Mobile web donation amounts are slightly lower than
donations made through desktop and laptop
computers.

The average online pledge in a campaign was

$58.87,

while the average donation through mobile web was

$49.54.

In our Fundraising with Facebook Whitepaper, we discovered that donations referred by social networks are also
6

slightly smaller in size. Could the explanation for the disparity also be similar? We know that 50% of Facebook users
7

and over 60% of Twitter users access social networks from mobile devices. It’s possible that if mobile web represents
donations that are more likely to be referred by social networking sites, the corresponding group of donors may be
more casually acquainted with the person who is fundraising.
Online donation portal site Network for Good described this effect in social giving as: “broad appeals to friends of
friends can result in smaller gifts as the relationship between the fundraiser and the donor gets weaker.”

8

Another possibility involves the demographic of donors using mobile devices. The average smartphone user is 30 years
9

old, while the average tablet user is 35 years old. The generation commonly known as “Matures” (those born before
1945) tend to give the highest average individual donations and may be more likely to respond to solicitation requests
on laptops and computers.

Quick fact: Mobile web vs. text-to-donate
A mobile web donation form is managed by the charity, allowing an organization to collect donor
information, as well as keep the donor record in the same database as regular web donations. Text-todonate services may only provide the donor’s mobile number to the charity. Mobile web donations are made
by credit card or PayPal immediately on the donor’s mobile browser, while gifts by SMS are later added to
the donor’s cell phone bill. Mobile web donations are slightly lower in average size than online web
donations but are much higher than gifts by text-to-donate, which have been generally capped at $5 and
$10 (depending on the country and carrier).
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Mobile technology has a positive effect on fundraising campaigns
We now spend over 40% of our internet time on mobile devices. That’s a lot of time away from computers! It
10

only makes sense that we’re turning to smartphones and tablets to help us fundraise for good causes.
Peer-to-peer campaigns can increase participant engagement by ensuring mobile technology is a part of every
registrant’s toolkit. When registrants use mobile web pages and mobile apps to ask for donations, they
conclude the campaign as much more successful fundraisers than their non-mobile-enabled peers.
Whether you believe mobile tools are helping participants raise more money, or you think that the most
engaged fundraisers are also big fans of smartphones, apps and tablets, it’s important to build a thoughtful
mobile strategy into your organization’s next fundraising campaign.
Now that you know that “mobile matters”, how will you reach out to your mobile supporters this year?

Summary of insights



15% of traffic to fundraising and donation pages comes from mobile devices like smartphones
and tablets.



23% of participants in peer-driven events and campaigns chose to use mobile technology like
mobile web pages and mobile apps to help them fundraise.



Participants who use mobile web or mobile apps (or both) to fundraise are almost 2x more likely
to raise at least one donation in a campaign than those who do not.



Participants who use mobile web, mobile apps (or both) to fundraise in a campaign raise up to
2.95x more than those who do not.



Participants who use mobile web, mobile apps (or both) to fundraising in a campaign bring in up
to 123% more individual donations than those who do not.



6.56% of the donations in peer-driven (or “crowdsourced”) campaigns are made through mobile
web browsers. The number of mobile web donations has increased by 205% in the last year.



Android and iPhone users are equally successful at fundraising, although the iPhone is the more
popular choice of event participants.
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Want to learn more
about mobile
technology for online
fundraising campaigns?

Get in touch!
For more information about Artez Interactive, our social & mobile
products, white papers, conferences, client events and free
webinars, visit www.artez.com
Join us on Facebook.com/artezinteractive
Follow us on Twitter: @artezonline
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